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Theory of Prismatic Folded Plate Structures

Theorie des systemes de parois prismatiques

Theorie der prismatischen Faltwerke

John E. Goldberg, Ph. D., Professor of Structural Engineering, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A., and

Howard L. Leve, Ph. D., Engineer, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California,
U.S.A., formerly Graduate Student, Purdue University

Introduction

During recent years folded plate construetion has found increasing
application for roofs of industrial buildings and hangars as well as for the sides
and bottoms of elevated bunkers. Such construetion is particularly well-
suited to fairly long spans, possessing some of the attributes of thin shell
construetion with, perhaps, the added advantage of somewhat simpler
fabrication or forming.

The folded plate structure is a prismoidal shell formed by a series of
adjoining thin plane slabs rigidly connected along their common edges, ane
usually closed off at its ends by integral diaphragms. This type of strueturd
is generally of reinforced concrete and may be illustrated by fig. 1. More
complicated configurations are possible. The folded plate structure may have any
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Fig. 1. Folded Plate Structure.
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number of slabs meeting at the joints, and it may be non-prismatic. The
structure also may be continuous in the longitudinal direction over several

diaphragms or supports.
A theory of folded plate structures appears to have been developed first

by G. Ehlers [1], who used a membrane Solution assuming negligible displacements

of the joints. This membrane approach considered the slabs as beams

supported at the end diaphragms and hence with a linear stress distribution
across their widths. Subsequently E. Gruber [4], using a strip theory approach,
was able to take approximate account of Joint translations and rotations.
A further refinement in the membrane theory, by H. Craemer [12] and E.
Gruber [18] considered the actual stress distributions in the planes of the
slabs. The latter papers used Airy's stress function to obtain the planar stress

distribution, instead of assuming an elementary beam theory. Recently.
A. Werfel [19] indicated an approach which considers both elasticity and

plate action of the slabs and requires satisfying equilibrium and compatibility
equations at the joints. Werfel's approach essentially requires the solving of
Sn simultaneous equations, where n is the number of joints with unknown
forces and displacements.

J. E. Goldberg has outlined the following formulation which considers the
simultaneous plate bending and membrane action of the several slabs and
yields a Solution involving tabulated functions. The forces at the longitudinal
edges of each slab are expressed as fixed-edge forces corrected or modified by
the effect of displacement of the joints. These displacements are visualized as

being four in number at each point of the Joint; two components of translation
and a rotation, all lying in the plane normal to the Joint, and a translation in
the direction of the Joint. It is assumed that the Joint displacements can be

expanded into Fourier half-ränge series. At each longitudinal edge of a slab.

four distributed generalized forces will exist; namely, a force in the plane of
the slab and normal to its edge, a shear in the direction of the thickness, a

longitudinal shear, and an edge moment. Each of these distributed generalized
forces is linearly dependent upon the four components of displacement at both
edges of the slab, and may also be expanded into Fourier series. The relation
between the four generalized edge forces and the displacements is determined
a priori by a semi-inverse technique which is essentially typical for each

component. An arbitrary harmonic of one of the displacements is applied to one
edge of the slab and the resulting homogeneous boundary value problem is
solved for the displacements within the slab. These displacements define the
resulting forces in the interior of the slab and, in particular, they establish the
forces at each edge due to the element of displacement at one edge. These

edge-force \ edge-displacement relations are used in writing the Joint equilibrium
equations, as well as in evaluating the fixed edge forces of the loaded slabs.

The purpose of this paper is to present and illustrate the last-mentioned
classical theory for prismatic folded plate structures. This theory incorporates
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the usual assumptions of plate and elasticity theory plus the restrictions that
no displacements are permitted in the planes of the end diaphragms and no
resistanee is offered normal to these planes.

It is necessary, in a classical approach, to use elasticity theory for displacements

in the plane of the slab, since in many structures, such as bunkers, the
slabs have small length to width ratios and the assumption of a linear stress
distribution across each slab may be considerably in error. However, the use
of Airy's stress function for the Solution of the elasticity problem is awkward
and in this paper a semi-inverse approach will be used as formulated by the
senior author.

Since, in general, the membrane forces acting upon a Joint are not collinear,
plate shears are necessary to place the Joint in equilibrium as can be seen in
fig. 2. It follows that both plate theory and two-dimensional elasticity theory
are required in the classical Solution of a folded plate structure.

Fig. 2. Edge Forces Acting on a Joint.

In this paper, the Joint forces are expressed in terms of the Joint displacements

as in the slope deflection method, thus eliminating the use of differential
equations. It is then only necessary to solve 4w simultaneous algebraic equations,

where n is the number of joints with unknown forces and displacements,
for each harmonic of the Fourier expansion. Only routine calculations and
tabulated functions are involved in the writing of these equations.

The derivation of the necessary formulas is presented in the sections
immediately following. In using the method, however, one need not be com-
pletely familiär with the details of the derivation. A numerical example is
included to illustrate the method.

Edge Displacement. Force Relations for Slabs

Before deriving the equations for the complete structure, we consider an
individual slab and we develop formulas for the internal forces resulting from
the various generalized edge displacements. These edge displacements are of
two types, namely, displacements normal to the slab and displacements in the
plane of the slab. The former involve plate theory while the latter involve
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two-dimensional elasticity theory. We first treat the displacements normal to
the slab. Symbols and sign Convention are defined in Appendix A.

I. Displacements Normal to the Slab

The normal displacements may be expanded into the Fourier series:

w{x,y) EWm(y)sm—£-. (1)
a

If we now admit only the mth term, then the deflections wm Wm (y) sin——
must satisfy the homogeneous differential equation

d4 w d^w d*w
d x4 dx2dy2 dy4"

For wm to satisfy eq. (2), Wm (y) must be of the form

miry miry miry min
Wm Almsmh-^ + A2mcosh-^ + AZm——^smh^^

+ i4m ^cosh ^.4m a a

The plate problem may now be resolved into the following two edge
displacement cases for a typical slab i — j.

Case A. Rotations of Edges i and j. The boundary conditions for this case

are taken to be the following:
d2W

wm 0 and „ 0m 0 for x 0 and x a, (3)
dx*

wm 0 for y ±-, (4)

~~^r äim sm ~~n~~' iüt d*m sm—- • (5)
\ ÖV Iv b/2 <*> \öy }y -bi2 <*>

It can be seen that the expression for wm satisfies boundary condition (3).
The discussion can now be simplified by Separation into two particular

cases:

1. The symmetrical case in which (-7—^1 — (-^-^1
\dy/y b!2 \dy Jy

2. The anti-symmetrical case in which l^r-^) |-^-^|
\ dV /y b/2 \ dy /y -b/2

In the symmetrical case Wm must be an even function of y, and hence

In satisfying boundary conditions (4), we find that

A2m -^3mamtannam> where 0tm -^-.

b/2
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Hence we now have

Imiry miry t rrnryX mirx
wm A3m[——smh— amtanhamcosh——^ sin——. (6)

^ i* a a I a

For the symmetrical case, the rotations along the edges y=±^ are taken
to be

a

where the "primes" refer to the symmetrical case.
From boundary condition (5) it then follows that

A a^im
3m m tt (ocm sech ocm + sinh ocm)'

Substituting this result into eq. (6), we obtain for the symmetrical case:

t{, mTrx
a

wm
mir (amsecham + sinh(

imny miry J miryX
;|-^-smn—^ ocmtanhccmcosh —*-\. (7)

For the anti-symmetrical case, Wm must be an odd function of y. Hence
A2m — A3m — 0.

Boundary condition (4) requires that

4m —A^mccmCOth.ccn

Hence we now have

ImTry m-ny miryX mirx
wm =A*m —T"cosh_^ awcothamsmh—-f- sin-—. (8)

\ a a a j a

For the anti-symmetrical case, the rotations along the edges y= +— are
as follows:

m ttx
Oim(x) 0<im(x) ^sin-

where the "double primes" refer to the anti-symmetrical case.
From boundary condition (5) we find A±m.
Substituting this value for A±m into eq. (8) we finally get for the anti-

symmetrical case

q„ mTrx
a imsm a (m-ny m-ny miryX ,^wm i 1 i H cosh — ocm coth ocm smh — (9)

mir (amcscham —cosham) \ a a a /
Since the amplitude of rotation at edge i is 9im and at edge j, djm, then

the symmetrical part is
O'im \(ßim-6jm) (10)

and the anti-symmetrical part is

Gim i(^m + ^m)- (n)
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Hence adding the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical parts for wm and

using relations (10) and (11), we obtain for this case

™m i*-lm (x) iSim{Km [#lm (y) ~ ktm Gm (y)] ~Km [Clm (y) ~ Km Sm (*/)]}

~ Öjm {Km [Slm iV) ~ htm <?m (2/)] + Km \Plm (y) " Km #m (*/)]}]

where

Km (am secn am + sinn O"1? A2m (am csch am ~ cosn am)_1 5

&*m amtanh am 5 &cm am coth am 5 s-l m 0*0 "T" sin ~T~ 5

0 m77i/ ^ / v i nnrySm (y) smh —-^; Gm (y) cosh—^;

c*' cfr a a

Using eq. (12), we calculate the following expressions for the forces:

lUym vy d^ +V dx2 J (13)

i)1slm(x)[^m{-Alm[Älm(y)+(/il-Ä;(JOm(y)]+A2m[C'lm(y)+(^1-^)Äm(2/)]}
+8jm{ xlm[Slm(y)+(H,1-kljcm(y)]+x2m[Clm(y)+(ix1-kcm)Sm(y)]}],

*m \ 0s* + 0t/2 / (14)

Dxslm (x) \ßim{Xlm [8lm (y)-(n2+ktm) Cm (y)]-X2m [0lm (y)-(f*»+*«») 8m («/)]}

/O _ D /8>M>» d3wm\
VVm »y 8yZ + 8ydx2J (15)

X> s2 m (x) {Bim [-XlmSm(y) + X2mGm(y)] + 6jm [Xx TO Sm (y) + A2 m Cm (y)]},

n =-n (d*w™ + g3*M
Vxm \ 0x3 dxdy*} (16)

Dc2m (*){5<m[-AlmCm (*/) + A2m Sm (y)] + 0jm [XlmGm (y) + X2m Sm (y)]},

f)2 W
M =-M -D(l-v) m
¦Myxm luxym V* V>dxdy (17)

DXClm (X) \ßim{~Km [Clm Ü/) + (l-^J Sm (y)]+Km lAm (y) + (l~Km) Gm (y)]}

+ Öjm { Km [Clm (y) + (l-**ro) #m (y)]+Km Wim ^H^Km) <?m (*/)]}]>

where

mir mTrx m27T2 mirx
sim(x) sm ; 52mm —s—sm ;

m77 m7r^ m27r2 m7ra;
Clm(^) C0S 5 c2m(x) r~ COS '
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Ehs Eh*
D — ttt; t^\ Dx —

12(l-i>2)' 1 24(l+v)J
2 2v

Case B. Translations of Edges i and j. The boundary conditions for this
case are

d2wv
dx2wm 0 and -^-f 0 for x 0 and x a, (18)

dwm _ c b .__._a 0fory=±^, (19)

_ mTra: _ mirx
(Wm)y b/2 ^mSin——; (Wm)y=-bl2 ^mSin—-— (20)

For simplification, the Solution for wm can again be separated into a
symmetrical and anti-symmetrical part, which requires the use of only two
arbitrary constants for each part. The two constants, as before, are determined
from boundary conditions (19) and (20). The symmetrical and anti-symmetrical

parts are then combined to give the complete Solution for wm.
Hence we get for this case, using the Symbols in case IA,

(21)

\sm (x) [wijm{-X3m [Slm (y) - (l+kcm) Cm (y)] +A4m [Clm (y) - (l+ktm) Sm (y)]}

-%m{ Km Wim (y) ~ (l + Km) Cm (y)] + Km lGlm (y) " (l + Km) Sm (*/)]}]>

where

Km (amcscham + cosham)-1; Km (amsecham-sinham)-1;

mirxsm(x) smmv a

From eq. (21), we get the following expressions for the forces:

Mym (22)

Dls2m (x) [%»{\m [Slm ^HtH-^em) Gm («/)]-^4m [Glm (*/) + (/*3~ &<J Sm Ü/)l}

+Wnm{X3m [Slm (y)+(^3-kem) Cm (y)]+Xim [Clm (y)+(n3-k(m) Sm (y)]}],

Mxm (23)

A*2«W [Wijm{-Km [Slm (y)~(Hz+Km) Gm Ü/)1+A4m [Glm (y)-(t^3+km) Sm (S/)J}

~%m{ hm [Sim Ü/)-(^3+&cJ Gm (*/)]+A4m [Glm Ü/)-(M3+&(J Sm (2/)]}].

Qvm DHm^){wi}m[X3mSm{y)-XimCm(y)]+wHm[XZm8m{y)+XimCm{y)]}, (24)

Qxm Dc3m (x) {™ijm [X3mGm (y)-Xim Sm (y)]+Wjim [XSmGm (2/)+A4m Sm («/)]}, (25)

Myxm ACam(«) [Wi}m{*3m[Glm(y)-kcmSm(y)]-Xim[Slm(y)-ktmCm{y)]} (26)

+w,-iM{A3m [Clm (y)-^ Sm (y)]+Xim [Slm (y)-ktmGm (y)]}],
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where

S3m \X)
m3773 mrrx x

m37r3 mirx
sm ; c3m(x) cos ;

ad a a3 a
/*3

1+v
1-v

//. Displacements in the Plane of the Slab:

The governing differential equations involving this type of displacements
may be obtained in the following manner:

Let us take

um (x, y) Urn (y) cos -?—, (27)
a

*>m(*>y) ^m(»)sm—— (28)

Then we get the following expressions for the stresses:

E ldun
dx + 8y)~ l-v*\ a

Um + V
dy )an a

E [dvm dum\ E (dVm m-rr TT \ m-nx .„.,
«'" l—vz\oy dx \—v2\dy a a

p(8um dvm\ E (düm m-rrjr \ m-rrx

Substituting the above expressions for the stresses into the two equilibrium
equations:

V axm ^Txym _ q and Vm _i_ xym __ q
dx dy dy dx '

we arrive at the following governing equations:

2-äT^lr-(i^)(^)J^+|r^^HM008 —= 0, (30)

2(Thö{- [t^^D\ Um+[i^D~[~^) \ F-Jm~S °- (31)

where D -y— and D2 ^-^r.dy dyz
It can be readily verified that the values of Um and Vm satisfying these

two differential equations are as follows:

TT A miry _ miry miry miryUm ^lmcosh-^ + ^2msmh-—^ + ^3m-—^cosh-—^
a a a a

m7r^/ miry+ A±m -sinh ^,

„ miry „ miry _, m77i/ m772/
Vm Blmcoah—^ + B2tnsmh —-^ + BBm-^cosh—^

miry miry+ B^-^-8mh~a~-'
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where the Bim's are related to the -4t-m's in the following manner:

A4m>
R — A ^~v A 7? _ A

3 —*>

1 -f- V 1 -f- V

^3m A±m, B±m A3m.

The two-dimensional elasticity problem may now be resolved into the following

two edge displacement cases:

Case A. Translations Normal to Edges i and j. The boundary conditions for
this case are

um 0 for y ±|, (32)

_ mnx _ m-nx
(vm)y bi2 vijm&m——; (vm)y=_m %msm-—. (33)

The discussion can now be simplified by Separation into two particular
cases:

1. The symmetrical case in which (vm)y b/2 ~~ (vm)y=-b/2-

2. The anti-symmetrical case in which (vm)y=b/2 (vm)y=_bj2.

In the symmetrical case Vm must be an odd function of y, and hence

Blm B±m 0. It then follows that A2m A3m 0.

In satisfying boundary conditions (32), we find that

Alm -^4mamtannam and B2m ~ A±m am tanh am + Y+^J
and hence we now have

ur
ImiTy miry t miry\ mirx ,_ .x^4m (—I— smh—-^-amtanhamcosh——^ cos——, (34)
\ a a a j a

[m-n-y miry l Ä
3 — v\

cosh — aw tanh ocm + smh
[ a a \ m m 1+vJ

n\ __ A I & nr^e-An & I -<-<-»-»-» l-k I I r^-i-i^Vk *? sm (35)

For the symmetrical case the displacements normal to the edges y= ±-~
are taken to be

Viim (X) - V'jim (X) V'ijm sin—^~ > (36)
a

where the "primes" as before denote the symmetrical case.
From boundary conditions (33) it then follows that

—/w..
A —

(«m sech <xm - j-^ sinh am)

Substituting this result into eqs. (34) and (35), we obtain for the symmetrical
case
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u^ —

vm

(«m sech am ~ J^Sinh am)
V a

—^ smh — am tanh am cosh miry\-ry (37)

twsm-

(<** sech a„ 1 + v
sinh;

-cosh -

- I^tanh^ + y-^j sinh miry
(38)

In the anti-symmetrical case Vm must be an even function of y, and hence

B2m B3m 0. It then follows that Alm A±m 0.

Satisfying boundary condition (32), we find that

A2m -^3mamCotnam and Blm ~ A3m am Coth am +y~"j •

Hence we now have

{miry m7r?/ miry\
um An m cosh — ocm coth aw smh 1 cosm 3m^ a a m m a J

Xm-ny miry / J_.
3— v\^m=4m I

—^—
Smh — I 0Lm coth ocm + j-j—I cosh

mTrx

miry

(39)

a
sm (40)

For the anti-symmetrical case the displacements normal to the edges y ±

are as follows:
// / \ ff / \ —ff mrrX

vim(x) =viim(x) =%msm a
(41)

where the "double primes" as before denote the anti-symmetrical case. From
boundary condition (33) we find A3m. Substituting this value for A3m into
eqs. (39) and (40), we finally get for the anti-symmetrical case

Uyy, ^ a /m-rry miry xl miryX /An.
3— —— cosh-—^-am coth am smh-—^ 1,(42)

(amcscham +^cosham)\ a a '
vijmsm-

(am csch ocm + j-^ cosh am)

miry m-ny- smh -

l 3 — v\ m-ny]- I am coth ocm + j^~ I cosh —2-
(43)

Since the amplitude of displacement at edge i is vijm, and at edge j, vjim,
then the symmetrical part is

(44)™ijm 2 V^ijm ^jim)

and the anti-symmetrical part is

"ijm 2 \^ijm ""•" ^jim)' (45)
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Hence adding the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical parts for um and vm

and using relations (44) and (45), we get for this case using the Symbols at the
ends of cases IA and IB.

«m iCm(x)iViim{X5m[Sim(y)-ktmCm(y)]-X6m[Clm(y)-kemSm(y)]}
-vHm{X5m[Slm{y)-ktmGm(y)] + X6m[Clm(y)-kcmSm{y)]}],

»m i*m (X) [«W*6m [Clm (y)-(t*+ktJ 8m (y)]~X6m [8lm (t/)-(M+*cm) Gm (?)]}

-VümiKrn [°im (#)-(/*+*&») Sm (y)]+x6m [8lm (y)-0*+*eJ Cm («/)]}],

(47)
where

mrrx 3— v
om(x) c°s——-; v

Km (am sech am-fx sinh aj"1; A6m (amcscham + /x,cosham) 1.

a ' ^ 1+v

The stresses at any point in the slab can now be determined by substituting
the expressions for um and vm from eqs. (46) and (47) into relations (29). The
forces per unit length are then obtained by multiplying the stresses by the
thickness of the slab, giving the following results:

^ xm \ '

D2slm(x) [vijm{-X5m [8lm (y)+{^-klm)Cm (y)]+Xßm [Clm (y)+(/*4-*eJ Sm (y)]}

+vHm{ X5m[Slm(y)+(fii-ktm)Cm(y)]+X6m[Clm(y)+(^-kcm)Sm(y)]}],

N (49)XT ym \ /

B2Slm (X) [vijm{Km Wim (y)-(t^5+Km) Cm W^Km iClm (^)" 0*5+&cro) Sm 0/)]}

-Vjim{Km Wim (y)-(^+hm) Cm (y)\+Km \-Clm (*/)-(/^5+&cm) Sm 0/)]}L

N (50)^ yxm v '

B2Clm (X) [%m{A5m [Clm (y)-(^6+ Km) Sm (y)]~Km Wim (y)-(^ß+ Km) Cm (2/)]}

-Viim iKm [Clm (y)-(P%+Km) Sm 0/)]+\m Wim O/M/^+^cm) Cm 0/)]}L

where
Eh _

2v
_

2
_ l-v^2 2(i+v); ^4~T+7; ^"TT^ ^6"TT7-

Case B. Translations Tangential to Edges i and j. The boundary conditions
for this case are

vm 0 for 2/=±2> (51)

(Um)y b!2 ^mC°S--—-; (^m)y=-bl2 ujm COS —— - (52)

For simplification the Solutions for um and vm can again be separated into a

symmetrical case and an anti-symmetrical case. The two constants for each

case are determined from boundary conditions (51) and (52).
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Combining the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical parts to give the
complete Solutions, we get for this case using the Symbols at the ends of Cases IA,
IB and IIA.
um (53)

i °m (X) Yuim { ~ Km Wim (V) + 0* ~ Km) Cm 0/)] +Km Wim 0/) + (> - KJ Sm (y)]}

~üjm{ A7m [Slm (y) + ([i-kcJ Cm (y)]+X8m [Clm (y) + (^-ktm) Sm (y)]}],

Vm iSm(X)[Üim{-Km[Clm(y)-KmSm(y)]+KmWlm(y)-KmCm(y)]}
^4)

~%m{ Km[Clm(y)-KmSm(y)~}+KmWlm(y)-KmCm(y)]}]>
where

Km (^esch^-^coshaj-1; A8m (am sech am + p sinh aj"1.
From eqs. (53) and (54), we get the following expressions for the forces:

^xm (55)

D2*lm (x) [^m{A7m Wim 0/) + 0*7"^cm) Cm (y)]~Km Wim O/HO^-^m) #m («/)]}

+ %m(A7m Wim O/HO^cm) <?m 0/)]+A8m Wim 0/) + 0*7-^m) #m 0/)]}L

^ym (56)

D2Slm (X) [Üim{-X7m Wim (y)H^-Km) Gm 0/)]+A8m Wim (y) + (/X6-fcfJ #m (2/)]}

-Üjm { Km Wim (y)H^-Km) Cm 0/)]+A8m Wim 0/) + 0*6"^m) #m 0/)]}L
™

yxm — (57)

D2Clm (X) \üim{-Km Wim (y) + (^5-Km) #m (y)]+Km Wim 0/)+ 0*5-^m) ^m (v)]}

-Üjm { Km Wim (y) + (^~Km) Sm 0/)]+A8m Wim 0/) + 0*5"^m) Gm (V)]}] >

3 + vwhere /x7 l+v'
By superimposing the forces from the four cases given above upon those

which are obtained from the fixed edge condition, the total force at any point
in the slab may be obtained.

Derivation of Joint Force. Joint Displacement Equations

By evaluating the combined results of the last section for the forces at

y= ±-^, we may obtain the expressions for the forces acting on the Joint; if
we observe the change in sign Convention stated in Appendix A. However,
instead of evaluating the quantities Qy and Myx at the Joint, we evaluate the
effective normal shear force [20], Vy, which is expressed as follows:

It is understood that this effective shear has physical meaning only at the
edges of a slab, i. e., at a Joint.
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If we again consider only the mth term of the Fourier series developments
for the forces and displacements, we may now, from the above Operations,
write the Joint force equations in the following form including the fixed edge
forces.

Eh3 m mirx ^ » p — p —
M-ijm — M-Fijm + 12(1 — v2) ~a ^^

CL

~^~
Jm

~~ W^m ~^~ 4 Whmh

F-jj jjj ft m 772/ 77 £C ™ ^ n n r^i /^f n
i7m " .Fi/m + 12 H — v2) ^^ SU1 ö 5 m

~^~
'm ~~ 7 ^'m ~*~ 8 ^^m-l'

at — at
-®*1 m • m7TXy n - n - n - n - i^ ijm — ^Fijm + q \2 ~^"

S111 ^ L ~~ ^ 9 ^m + ^ 10 %m ~~ ^ 11 ^im + ^ 12 ujmh

q _ a Eh m m-nx _ _ n — n — \^ijm — ^Fijm + q _lV|2 ~^ COS ~^ L ~ ^ 13 Vijm ~ ^ 14 ^W ~~ ^ 15 %m + ^ 16 %mJ

and

¦M- Jim — -M- Fjim + 12 Q —y2^ ~7T Sm ^ L^ 1 "jm + ^ 2 "im + ^ 3 wjim ~ ^ 4 ^i/mJ>

yj y^-
-G/ Ai/ 7/i> //t/ TT X r ^ ^7 ™ ^ ,^ ^.* jim * Fjim + 12 H — v2) ~Ö2 Sm Ö

~~ 'w ~~ m ~~ lW^im ~*~
8 WiJ^}

at —at Ehm. mirx n _ p - n — n — i^ jim — N Fjim + 4.^.2 ~7T Sin ^ L ~~ 9 ^'*w + ^ 10 ^i/m + ^ 11 ujm ~~ ^ 12 ^imJ>

o _ o ^^ m mnx _ _ n - n-ibjim — &Fjim + q \2 ~7T COS ^ L^ 13 vjim + ^ 14 ^'m ~" ^ 15 %m + ^ 16 uim\>

where

3a3 4a4 7a7 8a8
and where

c
I" cosham sinham "1

1 ^ L(am sech am + sinh ocj (ocm csch am - cosh aJ J '

C
I" cosham

[

sinham 1

2 ^
L(am sech ccm + sinh am) (am csch am - cosh am) J '

C* C 7T2\ eosham sinham (l-v)l3 5 L(amcscham + coshaJ (am sech am-sinh am) VJ'

C * C ^2r cosham
[

sinham 1

4 6 L(amcsch am + coshaj (am sech am - sinh am) J '

G * ^ [ sinham cc-sham -j
7 L(am csch am +cosham) (amsech am - sinham) J '

C * .^3 [ sinham
+

cosham 1

8
L(am csch am + cosh ocj (am sech am - sinh aj J '

f" cosham sinham 1

L
(am sech ocm -^sinh am) (am csch am + ^coshamy

CQ TT
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^11 — ^13 —

C12 cu — 77

c„ 77

^16 77
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cosh a_ sinh oc„
- + ¦

amH(xm sech ocm - y^-v sinh am) (am csch am +y^ cosh amJ

cosh am sinh ocm

\<x,„ csch nr — -—- cosh a„. I I a_ sech a~ -I- -—- sinh a_ I
V "« m l + v "*/ \ "" '" l + v "7

coshc
+ ¦

sinh

(«m csch am -y^ cosh am) (am sech am + y

+ (l+v)],
Lam 1

-=—-sinha^M

sinne
¦ + ¦

coshc

(«m csch am -y^ cosh aTO) (am sech am + y-^ sinh am)

sinha^ cosham 1

sinh ry U
+ ¦

csch a„ j^ cosh am) (am sech am + j-— sinh a. )j

The directions of the corresponding Joint forces and Joint displacements
of the two slabs meeting at a Joint do not in general have a common
orientation. To facilitate the writing of the Joint equilibrium equations it is
convenient to refer to the same set of axes for both slabs at a Joint. To accomplish
this purpose, we transform the displacements and forces in the (y, z) directions
at each edge to the (£, rj) directions. If we consider some Joint i, with preceding
Joint, h, and following Joint, j, then these transformations may be illustrated
by figs. 3 and 4.

From fig. 3, the Joint displacement transformations are

w.

v^
lim cos ^ - ijim sin fa,

~ Vim sin <f>ij - lim cos ^,
»ihm lim COS </>ih - gim Sin <f>.

»ihm -^mSin^-^mcos^
ih>

ih'

From fig. 4, the Joint force transformations are

Vijm cos fa -Nijm sin </>,7,F
F£ijm ~ Vijm sin faj -Nijm cos <f>tj.

-* 7] ihm r ihm

•^ £ihm * *ihm

cos <f>ih-Nihm sin £
sin^-A^cost/^

'lÄ>

It is clear that the above transformations which are used in span i~h
also may be used in span i—j at Joint j.

At each Joint of the folded plate structure it is only necessary to write
four equilibrium equations since compatibility is automatically satisfied.
Considering again some Joint i, we may express the equations of equilibrium
as follows:

Mijm +Mihm 0,

F •• +F 0

¦^ £ijm * ^ £ihm ^j
Sf 4- Sf*^iim ' ^i,ihm 0.
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rsi /

Nlh

*ih

rv/ F>rp/h

Joint i j0int /
Fig. 3. Transformation of Joint Displacements. Fig. 4. Transformation of Joint Forces.

In applying the above results, the transformed displacements are substituted

into the Joint force equations and the transformed forces are used in
the equilibrium equations as indicated above.

Boundary Equations

If we call the boundary edge or extreme edge, i, and the succeeding Joint,
j, then we have the following conditions for a free boundary:

M- F Ft.. ®ijm ^*

If the boundary is fixed, then

"ijm Vijm *ijm "'ijm ^'

If the boundary is pinned and free to slide longitudinally, then

Vijm bi/m 0 and M{jm Sijm 0.

If the boundary is pinned and completely restrained from sliding, then

Vijm Sijm uijm ^ and Mijm 0.

For the case of an edge bea^m on the boundary, refer to Appendix C for
the pertinent boundary equations.

Example: Three-Slab Folded Plate Structure with Fixed Boundaries

To demonstrate the use of the above equations, we solve the problem of
a three-slab folded plate structure with fixed longitudinal boundaries. The
cross-sectional properties of this structure and its loading are shown in fig. 5,

together with the orientation of the (£, 77) axes at each Joint. The directions
of these latter axes are arbitrary, although it is desirable to have one of the
Joint axes in the direction of one of the adjoining slabs. Hence from this
chosen orientation, we have

</>i2 ^21 - 60°; ^23 ^32 °° and ^34 ^43 + 60°-
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Other essential properties of the structure are:

a 120', h 5" (for all slabs); and v 0.2.

Since edges 1 and 4 are completely restrained,

#i Vi ?i % h *?4 ?4 ^4 °-

e

©

7/
f/547' 20' 7/. 54« 7

Fig. 5. Cross Section for Example.

Considering the first harmonic of the loading, or m=l, we have, by defi-
m 10n'

a12 a34 0.302300 and a23 0.2617994,

where the subscripts designate the pertinent slab.
The amplitudes of the fixed edge forces for the first harmonic from Case I

in Appendix B are:

MF12 — MF21 + 55.89793; and V^» Vw„ +14.69943.i^21

The fixed edge forces in the planes of the respective slabs (i. e., the membrane
forces) are zero.

Resolving the fixed edge shears into the (f, t?) directions, we have from the
force transformation equations

-*Vi2 FVF2i +7.349715; and F?F12 F£F2i +12.73008.

In writing the Joint force-displacement equations, it is convenient to
change the scale of the displacements by transposing an arbitrary factor K
from outside the brackets as is done in slope deflection and moment
distribution analyses. This avoids extremely large stiffness coefficients and cor-
respondingly small displacements. In the present example, since the thickness

is the same for all slabs, the transposed factor is taken as:

_ Ehir
~ 24a(l-v2)'

Using the values of ocm and the slab properties, the quantities Cx through
C16 for each slab are obtained and are then multiplied by the portion in front
of the brackets which remains after factoring the K quantity inside.
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Transforming to the (£, rj) directions by use of the transformations given
above, we obtain the following results for some typical Joint forces including
the fixed edge forces:

M21 -55.897930+ 2.353363 ö2 + 0.07650277^2 + 0.1325067|2,

M23 + 2.701191 B2- 0.2027033^2+ 1.314030 03 + 0.2006795 ^3

Note that, although the same Symbols are used, the displacements in the
above equations are "relative" displacements, i.e., K times the true
displacements.

From the Joint force relations, we write the four equilibrium equations at
Joint 2 and the four at Joint 3 with the following as a typical result:

^21 + ^23 ° -55.897930 +5.054554 Ö2-0.1262005^ +0.1325067 |2

+ 1.314030 63 + 0.2006795 ^3.

The eight equilibrium equations are solved for the amplitudes of the
displacements using the following technique: By means of the one group of four
equations, express the four displacements of Joint 3 in terms of the four
displacements of Joint 2. The use of these results reduces the remaining four
equations to a set involving only the four displacements of Joint 2, and these
are evaluated by simultaneous Solution of the four equations. The displacements

of Joint 3 are then calculated by use of the first set of equations.
The extension of this technique leads to a step-wise procedure for handling

Systems of more than two joints without requiring, at any stage, the
simultaneous Solution of more than four equations.

Using this approach, we obtain for m—\,

Ö2 +11.94895, 03 -2.98351,
tj2 + 5.64869, ^3 -5.35246,
l2 + 9.12456, £3 +8.96620,
ü2 + 1.48524, ü3 -1.49056.

iting the above displacements into the force equations,

^12 +71.071, Jf43 - 1.809,

Fri 12 +27.604, F7],3 - 13.358,

^12 + 3.290, FH3 - 8.065,

#12 - +17.541, S43 =-18.785.

^21 -M23 -26.137, ^32 =-^34 + 5.424,

^21 -Fv23=- 1.600, ^%32=~^%34=~ 1.562,

^21 -^23 +15.614, ^32 -^34 - 1.261,

#21 —S23 —28.812, 032 — 034 — 29.418.
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By the same approach, we obtain the following results for the third
harmonic, orm 3:

B2 +2.97037,

?72 +0.239408,

l2 +0.250406,

ü2 +0.075439,

63 -0.600974,
rj3 -0.147485,
|3 +0.195773,
ü3 -0.067105

and for the Joint forces

M, + 19.848,

^12=+ 5.321,

Fii2 + 3063>

0.7429,#12

M21 -M23 =-8.382,

^43 -0.5685,

^43 + 0.1641,

^43 -1.3180,
#43 -0.8648.

F,
7] 21 ^7? 23 —

^21
#21

-0.5777,

F>23 +5.245,'£23

#23

^32 =-^34 =+L642,
^32 ="^34 =-0.4646,

-0.3956,Fi£32 ~^34
-2.115, #32 — ¦SM =-2.463.

For the fifth harmonic, or m 5, we obtain the following results:

62 +1.08334,

rj2 +0.0695769,
|2 +0.0565577,

ü2 +0.0187552,

and the Joint forces are

M12 +8.924,

FJ]12= +2.020,

F$12 +2.168,

03 -0.138661,
ij3 -0.0232892,
£3 +0.0259520,

ü3 -0.0110577

M±3 -0.09978,

F,
7743

|43

-0.1720,
-0.1218,

812 =-0.3201, Si3 + 0.08602.

Mix =-Mw =-4.046, M32 -M3i +0.5039,

*W -^,28= -0.3462, ^32 =-^34 =-0.1687,
^|2i -^23 +2.946, ^32 -^34 -0.1454,
^21 =-#23 =-0.4555, 832 - S3i - 0.5754.

It can be seen that the above results have converged sufficiently for most
practical purposes, but for greater accuracy more harmonics should be taken.
The above harmonics may now be combined, if it is remembered that each

of the above results is to be multiplied by sin-

are multiplied by cos

except u and S, which
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The forces at any point in the structure now may be obtained from the
above results in conjunction with the edge displacement-force relations and
fixed edge force expressions for interior points.

Since this particular example was used to demonstrate a general procedure
of Solution for a folded plate structure, advantage was not taken of the
symmetry of the cross-section of this structure. Because of this symmetry, this
example could have been resolved into a symmetrical part and an anti-symmetrical

part with a resulting saving in labor.
It has been found by the authors that the effect of Poisson's ratio is quite

significant, and the arbitrary use of v 0 generally is not justified. Examples
worked by the authors using v 0.2 and ^ 0 showed discrepancies as large
as 33 per cent for the Joint forces, and differences beyond comparison for
certain interior slab forces.

General Procedure of Solution

In view of the Example (p. 73), we are now in a position to suggest a

general method for solving the basic folded plate structure:
1. Locate the (£, rj) coordinate axes at the boundaries and at each Joint so

that at each location one of the axes is in the direction of one of the slabs.
(This reduces the amount of coupling between displacements.)

2. Starting with the first harmonic (m= 1), calculate the fixed edge forces
(using the pertinent equations of Appendix B) and resolve these forces into
the Joint coordinate directions defined in Step 1.

3. Calculate the quantities C1 through C16 for each slab by using the
equations given in the text.

4. From the Joint force equations, factor a common quantity from the outside

of the brackets to the inside and combine this quantity with the unknown
displacements. (This combination we call the "relative" displacement, as
indicated in the Example.)

5. Multiply each Ci by the quantity remaining outside the brackets.
6. Transform the displacements and forces at each Joint to the (£, 77) directions

by use of the transformation equations given in the text.
7. Using the Joint force equations, write the boundary and Joint

equilibrium equations.
8. Solve the simultaneous equations of Step 7 for the unknown relative

displacements. (It is preferable to solve these equations in blocks of four, as
indicated in the Example.)

9. Calculate the Joint forces by substituting the values of the "relative"
displacements into the Joint force equations. (The forces at any interior point
may now be calculated by substituting the appropriate Joint displacements
into the edge displacement-force relations and adding any forces arising from
the fixed edge condition.)
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10. Repeat the above steps for the second harmonic and any additional
harmonics until the desired degree of convergence is attained.

11. Combine the corresponding results from each harmonic to obtain the
final values for the desired displacements and internal forces.
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Appendix A. Notation and Sign Convention

The Symbols which are not defined in the text are as follows:

a,b,h longitudinal, transverse, and thickness dimensions of a slab,
respectively.

E,G,v modulus of elasticity, shearing modulus of elasticity, and
Poisson's ratio, respectively.

D ; modulus of rigidity.

x,y,z rectangular coordinate axes for slab.

u,v,w displacements in the x, y, z directions, respectively, for any
point in the mid-plane of the slab.

ut, Vy, Wy u, v, w displacements along edge i of slab i — j.
Qi rotational displacement about edge i of the tangent to slab i — j.

internal slab forces per unit length in the coordinate direc¬

tions, respectively, in pairs: bending moments, twisting
moments, plate shear forces, membrane forces, and membrane
shearing forces.

(For an illustration of these forces see figs. 7 and 8.)

(Mx,My);
\-^* xy> ¦"¦'¦yx)*

(Qx.Qy);
(Nx,Ny);
\^ xy ^ yx)'

Y Q -i——-^; effective normal shear force.
dx

Nx Ny Nxy 1

°x>Oy>Txy -fr >-/?¦> and ~JT> respectively.

m number of the harmonic or number of half-waves in the
x-direction.
rmrb na - j_ i

am ——, coenicient parameter.

MyWyl Joint forces per unit length acting at Joint i in span i — j,
Nij,Vij\ respectively, the Joint bending moment and the Joint forces

in the x, y, and z directions.

g,r) orthogonal displacements in the plane of the cross-section.

Fgij,Fr}ij Joint forces per unit length acting at Joint i in span i—j in
the | and 77 directions, respectively.

<f>y angle of transformation from the (y,z) system to the (£, rj)
system at Joint i for span i — j.

t thickness of edge beam.

d depth of edge beam.

The mth term of the Fourier series developments for any of the forces and
displacements given above is denoted by the letter "m", in the subscript.

The amplitude or maximum value for a particular harmonic of any of the
above forces and displacements is designated by a "bar" over the symbol.
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The fixed edge forces and the internal forces arising from the fixed edge
condition are designated by the letter "J1" in the subscript.

The location of the coordinate axes for the individual slab is as shown in
fig. 6. The 2-axis completes the right hand triad (x,y, z). Fig. 6 also shows that
the edges, y= +^; and y= — —. are designated "1"" and "j" respectively.

Positive displacements of u, v, and w are taken in the positive x, y, and z

directions, respectively.
The positive directions for the internal slab forces are shown in figs. 7

and 8.

For convenience, we always consider the structure as running from left
to right longitudinally with the observer always facing toward the left end.
The origin of coordinates is located at the left end with the positive longitudinal
axis (x-axis) directed toward the observer. The y-a,xis for a particular slab is
oriented so that its positive direction is always toward the preceding Joint.
The orientation of axes for a complete structure is shown in fig. 9. The slab
coordinate axes (x,y,z) also pertain to the joints which bound the slab.

Fig. 9 also shows that the joints preceding and following a particular slab

r J

b
2

X

b
2

« Cf X

'y

Fig. 6. Slab Coordinate System.

y\

+M

Fig. 7. Internal Forces due to Plate
Action.

'xy

l

i

1 jt-+MX i /1

1

i / ^
\\

LQX —- ^7— -7* / \

y^ s
— -S /" y^ 'Jr /

+Ny // /

^+NX

Fig. 8. Internal Forces due to
Membrane Action.
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are designated "i" and "?", respectively in accordance with the edge designa-
tion for the individual slab given above.

A counter-clockwise rotation of the Joint, as seen looking toward the left
end, and Joint displacements in the positive coordinate directions, are taken
as positive.

A clockwise Joint moment and Joint forces acting in the positive coordinate
directions are taken as positive.

The Joint sign Convention differs from that for the individual slab only in
the sign of the forces acting at the Joint edge corresponding to y= +— (or

edge i). The signs of the forces acting at the Joint edge corresponding to y — -^

(or edge j) and the signs of the displacements are the same for the two Systems.
The (g,r),x) axes are orthogonal and form a left hand triad. The angle cf>

is taken as positive if measured clockwise from the positive ^-direction to the
negative ?/-direction. (See figs. 3, 4.)

For the fixed edge forces, a positive load is considered as acting in the
positive coordinate directions of the slab.

*$^
Ss.

s ä?

Direction or
Observation

Fig. 9. Orientation of Axes for Folded Plate Structure.

Appendix B. Fixed Edge Forces

Joint forces arise due to two effects: (1) the rotations and translations of
the joints, and (2) the loading. The Joint forces due to the Joint displacements
have been fully developed and it is the purpose of this section to find the
Joint forces due to various types of loading.

The Fixed Edge Forces are the forces due to loading which would exist
at the longitudinal edges of a slab if these edges were constrained against all
displacement. The total edge forces are obtained by superimposing upon the
fixed edge forces the additional forces due to the edge displacements. As in
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the other sections of this paper, the transverse edges (x 0, a) are assumed

to be completely restrained in the planes of the end diaphragms and to have

no restraints normal to those planes.
The fixed edge forces are given below for the important cases of uniform

normal load and uniform load in the ^-direction. The fixed edge forces for the
general case of normal loading and for the general case of loading in the plane
of the slab also have been determined by the authors, but, for brevity are
not presented here.

The following procedure is suggested for determining the fixed edge forces
for any case. The loading is first expanded into a Fourier sine series, using a

single series if the load does not vary in the ^/-direction, otherwise using a

double sine series. Displacements are then assumed in a similar series form
and the coefficients are determined by Substitution of the assumed series into
the appropriate differential equations. In general, these particular Solutions
do not satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions and it is necessary to
superimpose Solutions of the homogeneous differential equations to nullify
the untenable displacements associated with the particular Solution.

Using the above approach, the fixed edge forces and associated internal
forces have been found for the following cases:

Case I. Uniform Load Normal to the Slab

If q is the intensity of the uniform normal load, then the fixed edge forces

for the mth harmonic are (m= 1, 3, 5 .):

^Fijm *Fjim ^3^3 [^ CScham + COsh aj771" 77

Sqa

mirx
Sin¬

ei

w^^ sinha™ rmrx1/ — V — sinVFijm "Fjim m27T2 (^ CSCham + COSU aJ a
"

The resulting internal forces for this case are

4qa2(l—v) m^x
MyFm ^3—3 SU1_^~~

¦f
[rmry m-ny (l + v ,-, \ i mnyl-smh - + -= ocmcothocnj) cosh -a a \l — vm m a \

(otm csch am + cosh ocm)

4:qa2(l—v) m-nx
xtm m3773 a

[m-rry m-ny /l + v \ i rrnryXVSmh-/ " ll^-v + a-COth °X) COSh
a J _J_

(am csch am +cosh am)

sinh rrnry

_ Sqa a mrrx
VvFm -^^^2^2 (am cSCh 0Cm + COSh ocj^~0~'
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xFm

M — — MyxFm xyFm

_(am csch ocm + cosh otn
-1

±qa2{l-v) cos-

m3 773 (ocm csch ocm + cosh am)

'm-rry m-rry tl m7r?/
• —-- cosh — oim coth ocm smh

a a m m a

Case II. Uniform Load in the Plane of the Slab Acting in the + y-Direction

If p is the intensity of the uniform load in the plane of the slab, then the
fixed edge forces for the mth harmonic are (m= 1, 3, 5, .):
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The resulting internal forces for this case are
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Appendix C. Joint Force-Displacement Equations for an Edge Beam

Many folded plate structures utilize edge beams on their longitudinal
boundaries and it is the purpose of this section to present the Joint equations
for the edge beam in forms similar to those for the slab.

The edge beam to be considered is of rectangular cross section and is
attached to the neighboring slab along the centerline of one of its faces with
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the opposite face free. The end x 0 and x a, as with the slabs, are not per-
mitted to have displacements in the planes of the end diaphragms, but have

no restraint normal to these planes. In particular, the ends are simply
supported with respect to bending and restrained from twisting, but with no
restraint against warping. The orientation of the (x, y, z) axes follows the same
rule as for the slabs (see fig. 10), and therefore either edge "i" or edge ";?"

may be the contacting edge. Hence we must give Joint equations for these
two possibilities.

9?

Ä-x ^%

0*

^y

Direction or
Observation

Fig. 10. Orientation of Axes for Folded Plate Structure with Edge Beams.

An approach to this problem can be made by first giving displacements
to the contacting edge of the same type as those for the slab. These edge
displacements can then be related to the internal restraining forces by use of
elastic deformation theory. Writing the equilibrium equations for a differential

element along the length of the beam will relate the internal restraining
forces to the edge forces. Hence the edge forces may be related to the edge
displacements through a set of differential equations. The required Joint force-
joint displacement equations can now be obtained by taking consistent Fourier
series developments for the edge displacements and edge forces. This latter
step relates the Joint forces to the Joint displacements by a system of linear
algebraic equations similar to those for the slab. If we first consider edge "i"
to be the contacting edge, then these last relations may be written as follows:

M-.^TJ- %jm

Etsd m2TT2 m-nx
48 hx a2 a
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1) These equations are valid for d^.t.
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If edge "7" is the contacting edge, then
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Following the same transformation rule for the edge beam as for the slab,
the equilibrium equations for a Joint formed by an edge beam and a slab are
of the same form as those for a Joint formed by two slabs. Hence if we call
the edge beam Joint j, and the following Joint k, with the free edge designated i,
we may write the following set of equilibrium equations for Joint /:
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o,
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Summary

This paper develops a procedure for analyzing folded plate structures which
considers both plate and membrane action. Equations are derived which
relate each Joint force to a linear combination of the Joint displacements. In
this manner compatibility is automatically satisfied at each Joint, and it is

only necessary to write 4n equilibrium equations, where n is the number of
joints with unknown forces and displacements, for each harmonic of the
Fourier expansion.
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Joint forces due to common loading conditions are given as well as Joint
equations for a rectangular edge beam.

The application of the theory is illustrated by the analysis of a three-slab
folded plate structure with fixed boundaries.

Resume

Les auteurs exposent une methode de calcul des systemes de parois pris-
matiques qui tient compte aussi bien de l'effet de plaque que de l'effet de
membrane. Ils etablissent des equations qui rapportent chaque contrainte d'arete
ä une combinaison lineaire de deformations d'arete. Les conditions de compa-
tibilite sont ainsi automatiquement satisfaites pour chaque arete et il suffit
d'ecrire 4 n conditions d'equilibre pour chaque terme du developpement en
serie de Fourier, n designant le nombre des aretes impliquant des contraintes
et des deformations non connues. Les auteurs indiquent des valeurs de
contraintes d'arete resultant de charges courantes, ainsi que des equations d'arete
pour une poutre de retombee rectangulaire.

L'application de la theorie est illustree par le calcul d'un Systeme pris-
matique ä trois parois avec bords fixes.

Zusammenfassung

In dieser Abhandlung wird ein Verfahren zur Berechnung von Faltwerken
entwickelt, welches sowohl die Platten- wie die Membranwirkung berücksichtigt.

Es werden Gleichungen abgeleitet, welche jede Kantenkraft auf eine
lineare Kombination der KantenVerschiebungen beziehen. Auf diese Weise
werden die Verträglichkeitsbedingungen automatisch in jeder Kante erfüllt,
und es ist nur noch nötig, 4t& Gleichgewichtsbedingungen für jedes Glied der
Fourierentwicklung anzuschreiben, wobei n die Zahl der Kanten mit
unbekannten Kräften und Verschiebungen bedeutet. Es werden sowohl Kantenkräfte

infolge gewöhnlicher Belastungen als auch Kantengleichungen für einen
rechteckigen Randbalken angegeben.

Die Anwendung der Theorie wird durch die Berechnung eines Drei-Platten-
Faltwerkes mit festen Rändern illustriert.
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